To explore funding opportunities visit the following University of Leicester Webpages for advice, help and ideas:
Cardiovascular Sciences Research Grant Applications, Research Support Office, College of Medicine, Biological Sciences and Psychology

Write a research proposal

Peer Review: Applications which are likely to be >£50K fEC must be sent to Medicine, Biological Sciences and Psychology for peer review

Produce a costing using the UoL LUCRE system OR complete the CVS LUCRE Costing Proposal Form and email to CVS Departmental Representative (CVS DR)

Costing Input onto LUCRE by CVS DR and emailed to PI for review and revisions

Finalised LUCRE costing submitted by CVS DR to Research Support Office (RSO) for approval

RSO review application and when approved RSO email approval form to PI.

PI to sign Approval Form and obtain signature of HOD (or Deputy in absence of HOD) on both Approval Form and CVS Grant Application Costs Form

PI to submit grant application to funding body

Signed Approval Form and CVS Grant Applications Costs form to be returned to CVS DR (either in person or scanned copies)

CVS DR to submit signed forms to RSO